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THE MINARA GALA PARTY OF FISQ AND FUJOOR
A GROSSLY MISLEADING

HARAAM GALA FUNCTION

IN THE NAME OF ISLAM

The Hadith of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) mentions that during the era of Fitan
(mischief, vice, immorality and obscenity), in close proximity to Qiyaamah, one of the acts of this
Fitnah will be:
"WITH THE AMAL ( ACTS) OF THE AAKHIRAH
WILL THE DUNYA BE PURSUED."
This prediction of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) is materializing in abundance in our
era. Muslims and people masquerading as Muslims such as the Minara conglomerate of
fussaaq, fujjaar, zindiqeen and munaafiqeen, are conspicuous manifestations of this and
similar other predictions of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam).
The clique dubbed Minara Chamber of Commerce would have been off bounds for the criticism
of The Majlis in view of the fact that The Majlis concerns itself with only Muslim entities, not with
the kuffaar. When a kaafir entity engages in any act or function of fisq and fujoor, it will be most
unintelligent for Muslims to direct criticism at it since fisq and fujoor are natural constituents of
the kuffaar lifestyle, and even in Daarul Islam, the Zimmis (non-Muslim citizens of the Islamic
State) are allowed to indulge in their fisq, fujoor and drunken revelry in their confined areas of
residence, not in public. Thus, the Minara Chamber of Commerce for its indulgence in fisq and
fujoor, being a kaafir entity is supposed to be insulated against criticism emanating from Islamic
sources.
However, it is haraam for us to adopt silence and refrain from executing our obligatory duty of
Amr Bil Ma'roof Nahy Anil Munkar by abstaining from bringing this haraam outfit within the focus
of criticism. Since this kaafir Minara entity has brazenly adopted Islamic terminology to portray
its forthcoming haraam gala party of fisq and fujoor to be attended by a conglomeration of
fussaaq, fujjaar, zindiqeen and munaafiqeen, it may not be spared the justified criticism which
the Shariah commands us to direct at such entities which pose a danger to the Akhlaaq and
Imaan of the Mu'mineen.
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At the best, the characters who will be participating in the gala party of fisq and fujoor, are
fussaaq, and at the worst they are munaafiqeen. The worst characters in the conglomeration
are those who are known as molvies in the Muslim community. They are worse than even the
crowd of fussaaq, fujjaar and zindiqeen. Whilst the molvi characters pose as Ulama, the
balance of the outfit masquerades as Muslims.
Although lamentable, the participation of molvies in gala parties of fisq and fujoor and dancing
together with zindiqeen and munaafiqeen, is not at all surprising. Just yesterday there was a
similar event of fisq and fujoor graced by some of the worst kind of Ulama-e-Soo'. We refer to
the MTN zina awards function. After all, the forecasts of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
are the truth and have to materialize. The materialization of predictions is one of the signs
testifying to the truth of the Nabi (sallallahu alayhi wasallam).
Regarding these vile molvi characters who wallow in the fisq and fujoor which the zindiqeen
and munaafiqeen prepare for them, Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
"Soon will there dawn an age when……….the worst of the people under the canopy of the sky
will be their ulama. From them (i.e. from these ulama-e-soo') will emerge Fitnah, and this Fitnah
will rebound on them." Ultimately, the Fitnah to which these vile molvies give birth will hem them
in and they will choke on their own Fitnah. The ulama-e-soo' are the most ungrateful in the
Ummah for the bounties of Allah Ta'ala. They repay the wonderful Ni'mat of Ilm by excreting in
the very platter on which the Ni'mat was bestowed to them. Their kufraan-e-ni'mat is of the
worst kind of ingratitude.
The Muslim community, barring of course, the zindiqeen and munaafiqeen masquerading as
Muslims, takes the strongest objection against the kaafir Minara entity's dubbing of its haraam
gala party with the appellation, 'Minara International Islamic Business Conference.' It further,
misleads Muslims with the deception of its averment: "Its (i.e. Minara's) constitution and
activities are based on the Islamic Code of Conduct and Islamic Ethics."
No kaafir entity can be allowed to deceive Muslims with such a preposterous claim of
falsehood. There is not an iota of Islamic conduct and ethics in this kaafir entity. The Minara
clique is the very antithesis of Islam and Islamic conduct and ethics. It reeks of kufr, fisq, fujoor
and nifaaq. The participants in the gala party function are all members of Shaitaan's zurriyat.
They all are among the shayaateenul ins.
The Minara zindiqeen further claim that the conference of fisq and fujoor will be "working within
a Shariah compliant framework, and "Islamic business principles and practices" will be
pursued.. This is indeed massive deception calculated to mislead the unwary and ignorant
Muslims.
The Minara kuffaar, in another stupid attempt to mislead the Muslim community, flaunts its
association with a secular university of fisq of Pakistan. In this regard, Minara states: "To this
end Minara has allied itself with Ripah International University in Islamabad, an internationally
renowned academic institution chartered by the Government of Pakistan…" Regarding this
laughable joke, let it be known that Muslims are not be fooled by Minara's unholy alliance with
Ripah. The government of Napakistan is a kufr government. There is nothing Islamic about that
evil government. Two kufr entities do not add up to one Muslim entity. Minara, Ripah and the
government of Napakistan are all birds of the same kufr feather. No one in the Muslim
community is awed by this haraam nexus. Undoubtdly, they are "internationally renowned" in
the world of the shayaateenul ins wal jinn.
The following are some more of the haraam and kufr ingredients confirming the kufr status of
Minara and its gala party of fisq and fujoor:
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"A gala banquet will be held on the evening of Saturday 24 November 2012. During the
banquet tribute will be paid to the African National Congress, the ruling party in South Africa….."
Minara has conveniently omitted to inform the Muslim community on the following issues:
• Who will be the faajiraat and kaafiraat who will be doing the dancing? Will they be Hollywood
or Bollywood shayaateen?
• Which musical band will be blaring away the Voice of Shaitaan?
• Will SANHA-approved and halaalized liquor be served?
• Will SANHA-certified carrion chickens and pork be on the menu?
"The Saturday night Banquet (note the capital B) will be held in Honour of the Ruling party of
South Africa the African National Congress whereby a senior member of the ANC will be
awarded a recognition award."
But for Minara's masquerading as 'Muslim, there would have been no objection against the
gala party and the awarding of prizes and accolades nor would there have been a need to
criticize. However, since the Minara shayaateenul ins are parading as Muslims, they should be
told that Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:
"When a faasiq is honoured, the Arsh of Allah shudders."
"He who honours a faasiq, aids in digging up the foundations of Islam (for its destruction.)"
And the Qur'aan Majeed says that those who incline towards the kuffaar are like the kuffaar.
Females bearing Muslim names will be flaunting themselves among the conglomerate of
fussaaq, fujjaar and munaafiqeen. They should discard their Muslim names and adopt the apt
names of Jill and Jane. Fisq and Fujoor are in perfect consonance with the natures of Jane and
Jill.
Everything and everyone at the gala party organized by the Minara kuffaar entity will be pure
haraam. The smattering of Islamic terminology and the presence of a couple of ulama-e-soo' of
the worst order do not Islamicize the shaitaani function.
With each new day, the Ummah is witnessing the rise of new fitan. These vile developments of
fisq, fujoor and kufr camouflaged with Islamic attire, are breaking lose all over the Ummah in
wild succession. Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) most aptly describing the rapid rise
of these evils in the Ummah said that the fitnan will break loose and spill all over the world
like a Tasbeeh (string of beads) which is cut. The beads will all scatter helyter skelter all over
the show rapidly. This is the analogy of the Minara-type kufr, fisq, fujoor and nifaaq fitan which
are enveloping the community.
The one consolation regarding this haraam function of fisq and kufr is that Muslims will not be
participating. The R2,000 fee per head is, Alhamdulillah, an effective barrier to prevent
unsuspecting, ignorant Muslims from participating in a gala party which leads straight into
Jahannum which is the abode of the miserable participants of that haraam function. May Allah
Ta'ala save Muslims from the snares of the shayaateen.
Finally, to crown this whole haraam event of fisq and fujoor, the cross-worshipping Lt.
Reverend Abraham Bham will also be participating to administer blessings and holy
communion to the crowd of munaafiqeen.
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